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Abstract 
Password authentication is an essential ap-

proach for users to access a network. Up to now, 
there are many password authentication schemes 
proposed. However, many schemes suffer from 
security risks such as impersonation, replay or 
guessing attacks, etc. In this paper, we propose 
two remote password authentication schemes 
with multi-servers. One scheme is based on 
geometric approach and the other is based on 
one-way hash function. Both of the schemes au-
thenticate users without verification tables while 
the replay and guessing attacks are concealed. 
Since a one-time pad is used in the login phase, 
the proposed schemes can efficiently protect a 
lost smart card.  

Keywords:  password authentication, smart 
card protection, guessing attack. 

摘要 

通行碼認證機制為提供網路使用者登入系

統之一重要安全措施。至目前為止，雖有學者

提出許多通行碼認證方式，但若干方法可能遭

受仿冒、重送與猜測密碼等攻擊。本文以圖形

方法與單向函數方法提出二種通行碼認證機

制，此二機制之伺服器端均不需驗證表，且能

抵抗仿冒、重送與猜測密碼等攻擊。 

關鍵詞：通行碼認證，智慧卡保護機制，猜測

密碼攻擊。 

1. Introduction 
In this era of well-developed technologies on 

computer communications and networks, people 
frequently access networks or databases through 
remote login procedures. Unfortunately, due to 
the wide-open nature of the Internet, there is a 
security risk associated with all transmitted mes-
sages.  Thus, the development of a secure au-
thentication approach for remote users is very 
important. 

In a simple remote authentication scheme, 

the server stores a plain password table in a da-
tabase. When the user logs in, an identity and a 
password are entered. The server compares the 
password with the ones in the password table and 
access is denied if verification fails. However, 
because the password is stored in a plain format, 
there is always the threat of password leakage.  

Several schemes use one-way hash functions 
or cryptographic approaches to encrypt password 
files in order to avoid the threat of leakage. The 
hashed or encrypted password files are denoted 
as verification tables. Although this avoids 
password leakage, verification tables are still 
open to the threat of modification. Moreover, 
they may lead to guessing attacks or replay at-
tacks.  

A replay attack is an attacker impersonates a 
legal user through the reuse of a message ob-
tained in the previous authentication session. 
Efficient ways to resist replay attacks include 
using a timestamp or a nonce. Authentication 
schemes using weak keys such as passwords are 
vulnerable to guessing attacks. A password 
guessing attack includes both on-line and off-line 
attacks. An on-line password guessing attack 
happens when an attacker attempts to guess the 
password in an on-line transaction, while an 
off-line password guessing attack is when an 
attacker guesses the password and verifies his 
guess off-line.  

In 1981, Lamport [14] proposed a remote 
authentication scheme with a one-way hash func-
tion. The drawback of this scheme, however, is a 
high hash overhead. Since that time, many pro-
posals have been made to improve efficiency and 
security [3,4,7,13,22,24,25]. Peyravian and Zunic 
[19] proposed a method for protecting passwords 
being transmitted over untrusted networks. Their 
scheme also used a hash function such as SHA-1 
for authentication. But Hwang and Yeh [12] and 
Lee et al. [17] proved that Peyravian and Zunic’s 
scheme was vulnerable to guessing attacks. 
However, in the improved system of Lee et al., 
the probability of guessing the password was not 
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as low as they declared.  

Kwon and Song [13] used a one-time pad 
and a strong one-way hash function to enhance 
security and efficiency. Sandirigama [20] also 
proposed a scheme based on a hash function, but 
Lin et al. [18] pointed out that their method was 
vulnerable to replay and denial of service attacks. 
In 2002, Chen and Ku [5] even proved that the 
systems of both Sandirigama and Lin et al. were 
vulnerable to stolen-verifier attacks. An attacker 
who obtains the password verification table can 
impersonate a legitimate user in the authentica-
tion stage. 

Some password authentication schemes are 
based on geometric approaches. Wu [23] pro-
posed an efficient scheme by using geometric 
approach on the Euclidean plane. This method 
allows users to freely change their password and 
the server does not require a verification table. 
Unfortunately, Hwang [10] indicated that Wu’s 
scheme was insecure and Chien et al. [3] then 
proposed a scheme to improve security. Horng 
and Yang [11] used a certificate based on discrete 
logarithms to propose a key authentication 
scheme. Zhan et al. [27] indicated that Horng’s 
scheme was vulnerable to guessing attacks, while 
Lee et al. [15] pointed out that Zhan’s scheme 
had no non-repudiation feature. 

Some authentication schemes allow people 
to freely choose or update their passwords [4,7-9]. 
However, people have a tendency to choose 
passwords that can be easily guessed; successful 
guessing is therefore feasible if the guess is veri-
fiable and the fail trail is undetectable. Gong et al. 
[7] proposed an authentication protocol to protect 
poorly chosen secrets from guessing attacks. 
Their approach ensured that transmitted data was 
unpredictable so that off-line verification could 
not be obtained. 

Smart cards, because of their portability and 
tamper-free features, are convenient and secure 
devices for use in remote authentication. Though 
smart cards tend to have deficiencies in computa-
tion and memory, they are widely used in mod-
ern networks [4,9,26]. Wang and Chang [22] 
proposed a smart card based password authenti-
cation scheme, but security weaknesses were 
pointed out by Chan [1]. Yang and Shieh [25] 
used a timestamp with a smart card to propose an 
ID-based password authentication scheme. The 
users could freely update their passwords and the 
server required no verification table. The security 
was based on the difficulty of factorization. Chan 
and Cheng [2], however, proved that this system 
was also insecure, as an attacker could imperson-
ate a valid user. Fan et al. [6] proposed an im-
proved scheme to withstand attacks. Yen and 
Liao [24] proposed an authentication scheme by 

using a shared tamperfree cryptographic token to 
resist replay and weak key attacks; the shared 
hardware being convenient. Sun [21] proposed a 
scheme using a hash function instead of modular 
exponentiation computations. However, Sun’s 
scheme did not provide mutual authentication 
and users could not freely choose their pass-
words.  

In this paper, we propose two remote pass-
word authentication schemes with multi-servers. 
Both of the schemes authenticate users without 
verification tables, and the replay and guessing 
attacks are concealed. Moreover, the proposed 
schemes can efficiently protect a lost smart card. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: Two password authentication schemes and 
their security are reviewed and discussed in Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3, we proposed two simple 
password authentication schemes for a 
multi-server network. Next, we examine the se-
curity issues of the proposed schemes in Section 
4. Finally, we make some conclusions. 

2. Review of the LHL scheme and the 
CJT scheme 

2.1 The LHL scheme 
In 2003, Lin et al. [15] proposed a password 

authentication scheme with multi-servers. Their 
scheme (hereafter denoted as the LHL scheme) is 
based on geometric approach, users do not need 
to remember various passwords for different 
servers. Let }...,,,{ 21 mSSS=Γ denote a set 
of servers that a user wants to login to, p be a 
large prime number, g be a primitive root in Ga-
lois field GF(p) and  denote the password 

of user U . The LHL scheme is described 
briefly as follows: 

iPW

i

(1) The initialization phase 

For each server  in , the trusted 

manager selects a secret key  and computes 

a corresponding public key  by 

jS Γ

jd

je

 .        (1) )1(mod −= pge jd
j

(2) The registration phase 

The user U  enters his identity  and 

password . The trusted manager computes 
two points  and (  with 

i

i

,j Y

iID
PW
(X )j ), ijij WD

)(mod pIDX je
ij = , 

)(mod pIDY jd
ij = ,           (2) 
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After receiving the message, the server first 
checks the validity of  and timestamp T. 
Then the user is authenticated only if the follow-
ing equation holds: 

iID
)(mod peD iID

jij = , 

)(mod peW iPW
jij = ,             (3) 

where  is ’s secret point and 

 denotes a secret point for U  to 

. Then the trusted manager constructs a line 

),( jj YX

)ij

)(Xfij

jS

b

,( ij WD

jS
: YLij

i

)(mod paX +=

)j (D
=

,( j YX

 with points 

 and . The trusted manger 
also selects a public line 

)ij,ij W
): XYLS (g j=   

, which intercepts line  at 

point . 

)(mod' pb+

), ijij QK
' Xa=

(
ijL

 .        (8) )(mod preg ijijij s
ij

r
j

SP ×=

The server  then calculates 

 and obtains line  by 

using points  and . A suc-
cessful login is obtained only if the secret point 

 is on the line .  

jS

)

ijL

)(mod pAB Td
ijij

j=

,( ijK

),( jj YX

ijL

ijQ ),( ijij ZB

(5) Password update phase 

When the user wants to change his password, 
he first reconstructs line  with 

points  and . Through line 

 and public key , the server’s secret point 
 is obtained.  

ijL
),( ijij WD

)jY

),( ijij QK

jijL
( jX

e
,

Let  denote a service period given by 

server . The trusted manager selects a secret 

 with 

ijSP

jS

(ijk 1)1, =−pkij  and calculates 

)(mod pgr ijk
ij = .              (4) 

The signature of the service period  is 

, in which  is calculated from  
ijSP

),( ijij sr ijs

)1(mod)( −+= pskrdSP ijijijjij .    (5) 

The trusted manager delivers 
 and line LS to the user . 

(
}),,(,{ ijijijij KsrSP iU

The user selects a new password '  and 
obtains , where . A 

new line  is obtained by points (  

and . The new intersection point 

 of line  and line LS is obtained. 

Finally, the user replaces (  with 

 for the next login session.  

PW
(mod p

,jX

)ijQ

)',( ijij WD

'ijL
)', ijij W

)'ij

)'ij

)'eW iPW
jij =

Y

,ijK
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'ijK

( ijK

'ijL

(3) The login phase 

If the user wants to login to the server , 

the user inputs his identity  and password 
to obtain  with Eq.(3). With the pub-

lic line LS and , the user obtains 
and thereby reconstructs 

line  by  and . Then 

the user generates a random number , and 

calculates  and  by  

jS

iID

(K

),( ijij WD

(mod) pKij

,( ij WD

ijA

ijK
)

)ij

ijB

(gQ jij =

ijL ), ijij Q

Rij

Security consideration of the LHL scheme 

For  and W  in Eq.(3), 
if an attacker knows the user’s password, he will 
obtain . Through (  and the 
public point , the attacker can recon-

struct the line . Thereafter, the server’s secret 
point  will be derived by calculating 

 and Y . 

iID
jij eD =

), ijij WD
,( ijK

ijL
), jj Y

)(mod pje

iPW
jij e=

, ijij WD

(Xf jijj =

(

(X

IDi

)

)(mod

)ijQ

X j = )p

If the user updates his password for some 
reason, he will release a new corresponding in-
tersection point . However, through 

the points  and , the at-

tacker can obtain line . Thus, the user’s new 

secret point  also can be obtained by 

calculating  and W . The 
attacker can successfully impersonate a legal user 
by points  and . There-
fore, once the password has been compromised, 

)','( ijij QK

)jY

'ijL
)', ijW

iID
je

)'ijW

,( jX

( ijD

ijD =

,( ijD

)','( ijij QK

('' ijij Df=

)','( ijij QK

)ij

)(mod pgA ijR
ij = ,            (6) 

)(mod peB TR
jij

ij×= ,           (7) 

where T denotes the timestamp. The user com-
putes  and forwards 

 to the 
server. 

)(mod)( pBfZ ijijij =
(,,,,),, ijijijijij rSPTAZQK )},(,{ ijiji sID

(4) The authentication phase 
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3. The proposed password authentica-
tion schemes with multi-servers  

the system will always be insecure even if the 
password has been changed.    

2.2 The CJT scheme We propose two password authentication 
schemes, which will improve the security.  One 
scheme is based on a geometric approach and the 
other is based on a one-way hash function. The 
proposed schemes are compatible with a 
multi-server network. More importantly, an at-
tacker cannot successfully guess the password 
even if he obtain the card, so the proposed 
schemes efficiently protect the owners of lost 
cards. 

In 2002, Lee, Hwang and Chien et al. pro-
posed remote authentication systems by using 
smart cards [4,9,16]. Their methods are similar 
and have merits such as requiring no verification 
table, user freely choose/update passwords, re-
sistance to replay attacks and low computation 
costs. The Chien et al. scheme [4] (hereafter de-
noted as CJT scheme) is described as follows: 

(1) The registration phase  
3.1 A simple password authentication scheme 
with a geometric approach  Let x be the server’s secret key and h( ) be a 

secure one-way hash function. The user submits 
identity  and password  to the server. 
The server stores 

iID iPW
i x⊕ ii PWIDhR ⊕= )(  into a 

smart card and sends it to the user. 

Let p be a large prime number,  and 

 be user U ’s identity and password, re-
spectively. 

iID

iPW i

,{ 1S }...,,2 mSS=Γ  is a set of serv-

ers that user U  wants to login to. There are 
multi-users, multi-servers, and a trusted manager 
in the scheme. The trusted manager selects a pair 
of secret for the server . The pro-
posed scheme is divided into the following four 
phases: (1) the registration phase, (2) the login 
phase, (3) the authentication phase, and (4) the 
password update phase. The scheme is described 
as follows:  

i

)jy,jx( jS

(2) The login phase 

When the user wants to login to the system, 
he enters his identity  and password . 

The smart card calculates  by 
iID iPW

iC

))(( TPWRhC iii ⊕⊕= ,            (9) 

where T is a timestamp. Finally, the user for-
wards the triplet  to the server.  },,{ TCID ii

(1) The registration phase (3) The authentication phase 
The user U  sends his identity  and 

password  to the trusted manager. For user 

 and server 

i

i

iID
PW

iU Γ∈j

)ji

S
,ji Y

, the trusted manager 

calculates  and  as fol-
lows: 

(X ),( jiji DC

After receiving the message { , 

the server first checks the validity of  and 
timestamp T. The user is authenticated only if 

.  

},, TCID ii

iID

))(( TxIDhhC ii ⊕⊕=

Security consideration of the CJT scheme 

In the CJT scheme, the computation cost is 
low and the server needs no password verifica-
tion table. However, because C  is always 
fixed for the same timestamp T, if an attacker 
obtains a smart card and knows {  
after he intercepts a successful login, he can enter 
T and guess the password by verifying C . 
Therefore, this scheme cannot resist an off-line 
guessing attack, and an attacker can impersonate 
the legal user and access the system. 

i

},, TCID ii

i

)( jiji xIDhX ⊕= , 

)( jiji yIDhY ⊕= ,              (10) 

ijiji PWXC ⊕= , 

ijiji PWYD ⊕= ,               (11) 

where  denotes a one-way hash function 
such as MD5 or SHA-1, etc. The trusted manager 
stores the message {  in a smart 

card and delivers it to the user . 

)(h

)},(, jijii DCID

iUA smart card is a convenient device in to-
day’s world, and it protects important security 
data. Unfortunately, each cardholder may lose his 
smart card, and if an attacker obtains a card it is 
possible to successfully guess the password. That 
is when a smart card is lost, the card holder be-
comes a security risk   

(2) The login phase 

When user  wants to login to the server 

, he inserts his smart card into the card reader 

and enters password  to obtain (  

iU

jS

iPW ), jiji YX
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by 

ijiji PWCX ⊕= , 

ijiji PWDY ⊕= .               (12) 

The smart card generates a pair of random 
numbers ),( ii βα  as a one-time pad by a 
pseudo random number generator. Through 
points ), ii( βα  and ( , the line : 

 can be ob-

tained. Where  is obtained by 

), jiji YX

(mod p
)j

jiL

ijijfy =

b
ij bxa +=)

,( jia
x( )

i

)(mod)()( pXYa ijiijiji αβ −−= , 

)(mod))()(( pXYb iiijiijiji βααβ +×−−= .
(13) 

The user U  calculates i ijijij XaA ⊕=

),,, iijiji TbaID

, 

 and , 

where  denotes the timestamp of the user end. 
Finally, the user forwards 

ijijij YbB ⊕=

iT
(i hR =

{ }iiijiji TRBAID ,,,,  
to the server.  

(3) The authentication phase 

After receiving the message, the server  

checks the validity of  and verifies whether 
jS

iID
TTT ji ∆≤− , where  is the current time on 

the server’s computer and 
jT

T∆  is the expected 
time interval for transmission delay and clock 
asynchronicity. Access is denied if verification 
fails. 

Through the secret  and user’s 

identity , the server obtains  by 

Eq.(10). Thereby  is recovered by 

),( jj yx

(

)ji

iID ), jiji YX

,( ji ba

ijijij XAa ⊕= , 

ijijij YBb ⊕= .                  (14) 

The integrity of the received message can be 
verified by checking whether 

. The process continues 
only if the integrity is assured.  

),,,( iijijii TbaIDhR =

Next, the line  can be reconstructed by 

, and the server checks whether 

 is located on the line . The point 

 is on the line  if 
. A successful 

login is obtained only if the secret point 
 is on the line . For illustration, 

the proposed scheme for user  to server  

and  is shown in Fig. 1. 
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store new secret information {  
into the card, where C  and 

. From this time on, the user can 
access the system using the new password 

. 

)}','(, jijii DCID
'iji PWX ⊕=

}, jii C iU

ijiji PWX

'ji

ID

'' ijiji PWYD ⊕=

'iPW

jx

⊕=

j

ji PWxIDh ⊕⊕= )(

iPW

iji PWC ⊕

i

iX

α
ijiij XA ⊕=α

{ }iiiji TRAID ,,,

),,( iijii TaIDhR =

}ii TR ,

i

)( jiji xIDhX

ijA ,,

iID

⊕=

iα

iji A ⊕=α

),,( iiii TIDhR α=

( jj ShR = )jT

{ }jjj TRS ,,

}jj T,

3.2  A simplified password authentication 
scheme with hash function 

The above scheme can be modified to a sim-
plified password authentication scheme. Let all 
notations be the same as above. The server’s se-
cret is . In the registration phase, the steps are 
similar to those in the previous section. The 
trusted manager stores {  in ’s 
smart card, where C  

. 
i

In the login phase, the user enters his pass-
word  to obtain  by calculating 

. The smart card generates a random 

number  as a one-time pad and calculates 
. Finally, the user forwards 

 to the server, where 
.  

After receiving { iID , the server 

checks  and verifies whether T  is within 
an expected time interval. Access is denied if 
verification fails. 

Next, the server obtains  

by using secret  and then jx  is recovered 
by 

ijX   

(4) Provides mutual authentication. The 
server’s database usually stores impor-
tant messages and attackers always hope 
to find ways to retrieve this information. 
Through the provided mutual authenti-
cation approach, the user and server can 
authenticate each other so that mas-
querade can be detected.  

Finally, the user is authenticated if 
.  

For mutual authentication, the server calcu-
lates  and forwards ),(, ih α

 to the user. A mutual authentication 
can be obtained if { j RS ,  is verified. 

4. Security analysis and discussion 
The first proposed scheme has the following 

merits, and the second scheme is simple with low 
time and space complexity while security is re-
tained. The discussion on security of the pro-
posed schemes is as follows.  

(1) Resists replay attacks. Since the trans-

mitted messages  and 
 include time-

stamps, the server or user can detect a 
replay attack if an attacker re-submits 
the intercepted message. Note that the 
system must choose a suitable time in-
terval 

),,,( iijiji TbaIDh

)jT),(),(,( ijijj bhahSh

T∆  so that the replay attack 
can be avoided while the system clock 
synchronization and transmission delay 
problems concealed. 

(2) Resists impersonation attacks. Since 
ijiji PWCX ⊕=  and , 

the attacker does not know (  

without a smart card or . Without 
, the attacker cannot find the 

correct  to impersonate the 
valid user. Thus, an impersonation at-
tack can be avoided. 

ijiji PWDY ⊕=

), jiji YX

iPW
),( jiji YX

),( jiji ba

(3) No password verification table required.  
The only secret information required by 
server  is , with which 
the corresponding secret  and 

in turn (  can be obtained. 
Therefore, the server does not require a 
password verification table for authen-
tication. This simplifies system imple-
mentation and key management.  

jS

a

),( jj yx
(

)jib
), jiji YX

,ji

(5) Resists on-line password guessing at-
tacks. In the proposed schemes, the op-
erations at the user end are performed 
inside the smart card. If an attacker ob-
tains the smart card and tries to guess 
the password for a login, the server will 
reject this illegal attempt to access by 
limiting the number of failed trials. For 
example, if the server allows an attacker, 
who has somehow obtained a smart card, 
to try the password 3 times, the prob-
ability for successfully guessing is only 

PW23 , where PW  denotes the bit 
length of the password. If the attacker 
has no smart card, the probability is 
only p223  which is much lower than 

PW23 . 
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